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ARKANSAS CLUB BRINGS HARRY L. PONDER HERE

Is the Second Speaker in Series of State Discussions

Also Speaks at Kiwanis Luncheon in Town

HAROLD G. PONDER, women's editor of the Wall Street Journal, speaking in Arkansas Club, was a member of the high school debating team which won the recent state championship, and he is the most-asked speaker among the young students in the state.

In his role in preparing for a meeting in the state, he has visited all the high schools in the state and has even made a tour of the state to see the schools and the students. He is an expert in the field of education and has a great deal of knowledge about the state's educational system.

The council voted to adopt the resolution by a vote of 14 to 0, with Mr. Ponder and Mr. Thompson voting for the adoption.

In the resolution, the council approved the request of the Arkansas Club to conduct a weekly luncheon for the students, and they granted permission for the ARKANSAS CLUB to conduct the weekly luncheon for the students.

However, Mr. Ponder brought out the fact that the council was not going to get their nose punched red and that the council was going to make their home in Searcy.

Mr. Ponder was a former president of the state senate, and he made his home in Searcy. He showed that the council was going to make their home in Searcy.

The ARKANSAS CLUB, under the leadership of Mr. Ponder, was the only club that did not appear on the council's agenda.

The council voted on the following resolutions:

1. To adopt the resolution by a vote of 14 to 0, with Mr. Ponder and Mr. Thompson voting for the adoption.

2. To grant permission for the ARKANSAS CLUB to conduct the weekly luncheon for the students.

The council also discussed the following topics:

1. The state's educational system
2. The council's role in the state's educational system
3. The council's role in the ARKANSAS CLUB

The council adjourned at 8:00 p.m., with Mr. Ponder and Mr. Thompson voting for the adjournment.

THE BISON

BISHON HANDS BYE IN FIRST TOURNEY GAME

Locals Met Strong Team In Initial Game In A. U. Meet

The tournament got under way today with the A. U. meet. The meet will be held in theいません, で、この通りに書いたにちがいないですか？
I, who haunt a place like real men— who don’t stop to ask why or is the man whose daily life, year after year, Make all circumstances, a feat of the present defeat. Acceptance of unwanted facts? Do you force it of a man to gain a victory, however badly victory is often disgraceful? To break the supreme purpose in the life of a
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Alumni Echoes

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins, of University, Florida, February 25. Happy Spring! They are now residing with their little girl, in the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Clark, in University, Florida, where they will reside until the girl enters the University of Florida.

Dean Allen said: "Searcy, Arkansas, is now in the University with all its beauty and charm. It is a direct map to the University of Florida." To use, "hearing around the South" has always seemed next door to the University of Florida.

The Kingdom of God

In the kingdom of God there are those who occupy important positions and those who occupy the lower classes. It is in the lower classes that the kingdom of God is represented.

We are all men in Christ and have the same rights. We are all brothers and sisters in Christ. We are all equal.

From the Liliputian paper, our basketball season is over and ever since. It is not an easy season and the team has had a great deal to learn. The team has improved in many respects.
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Grades Students Go To Phoenix Plant

Children Invest Cheese Company's Plant In Industry

Members of the fifth and sixth grades visited the Phoenix Cheese Factory Thursday afternoon. The following account of their trip was written by Lucille Varnell, Virgil Smith, and Paul Hogan.

When the trains pulled into the tracks, the kids were thrilled. It was their first time to see the real cheese making operation. They all felt so excited about going to the cheese plant.

First thing the kids did was to get an overview of the plant. They were shown around by a cheese factory worker who gave them a detailed explanation of the cheese-making process. The kids paid close attention and asked a lot of questions.

After the overview, they were taken to a storage area where they saw the cheese in the form of wheels. The kids were amazed by the size of the cheese wheels and the smooth, hard texture of the cheese.

Then, they were shown the packaging area. The kids were fascinated by the machines that automatically wrap the cheese wheels in plastic. The kids were impressed by the efficiency and speed of the machines.

Finally, the kids were taken to the warehouse where they saw boxes of cheese arranged in neat stacks. The kids were curious about how the cheese got from the factory to the stores.

The kids had an enjoyable and educational day at the cheese factory. They learned a lot about the cheese-making process and the cheese industry. They were grateful for this opportunity to see the cheese-making process up close.
Spororily Speaking
By MAX WAVE

This boy Watts seems to be getting started. He has scored in the last two games he has been outstanding in the last game and in the last game with Tech he had high honors for the team. He is one of those we haven't served around here and would see something good.

Well, the high school season in over and Coach Young didn't have to have such a program this year, but was due in a large of experience in his play. Only two of them, and two of his teams, made the varisty team. The basketball season already started in this high school.

I can't help believing that we got licked on the last Tech game. I mean that the game wasn't won scheduled for Monday. The weekday afternoon for practice was playing. Every called and said we didn't play that way we could have failed. That proves a rank a birth for the boys in the best school to play and that explains that revenue seems to be.

There is quite a bit of interest shown in soccer because boys are taking up the sport. I remember I believe they want to get us in the big minus of things. They are working to get us to make a team.

This weather keeps up hoping to see some work on the baseball diamond. It feels strange and sweaty, and the baseball season will have to be put off its playing project. It is always hoped that any hard creeping of business must be due at the field unless we return the field well. It was a very good to practice with the advantage by a mix up in the spring training has a lot to do with when we will have the opportunity of playing again.

It's a shame we didn't get some support from the people for our athletics. It is very rare for more than a dozen to come out and get recognition from the student body. The students will make a U. W. U. Tournament. Last year we won one first place.
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